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Abstract 

When it comes to major sports events, taking place on an international frame, the 

people living within the reach of the hosting destination play a major role not only 

concerning the actual planning process, but also the long-term impacts in the post 

event era.  

Purpose – The research aimed at evaluating the impact of both structural 

requirements, such as changes in the traffic network, and the authentic representation 

of the destination and their respective impact on the host community´s perception. The 

IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019 in Östersund in Sweden served as an 

illustrative example in that case.  

Theoretical background – Within the course of the literature review, the different facts 

of structural requirements, especially in the planning process of the event, as well as 

the concept of authenticity were examined and provided the basis for the further 

research procedure. 

Method – The respective results were retrieved with the help of a mixed approach out 

of semi-structured interviews and a quantitative online survey. Both the organizer´s 

perspective and the host community´s point of view was considered in the process of 

the data collection. The answers from the quantitative survey were analyzed with the 

help of Spearman´s correlation and means in the statistical program of SPSS, whereas 

coding was used as methodological approach to the qualitative part of the research.  

Findings – Out of the research described above, there resulted the finding, that 

authentic representation, especially the presentation of local values and historical 

figures or symbol, indeed is an important factor in order to secure the host community´s 

support. In terms of the influence of structural requirements, there did not seem to be 

a specifically positive impact on the host community´s perception when a smooth 

restructuring took place. However, major disturbances were thought to have a negative 

impact on the support from the side of the inhabitants. The inclusion of those factors 

in the planning process is thought to ensure the host community´s support and 

consequently result into economic long-term benefits for the hosting destination. 
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1. Opportunities and risks of being a hosting 
destination 

 

Every year, cities all over the world organize and perform events connected 

with politics, social problematics or sports. This responsibilities can lead to 

a lot of changes but at the same time risks, which are to be evaluated in the 

following passage. Additionally, this problematic will be narrowed down to 

three research questions that will lead throughout the paper. 

 

1.1. Opportunities 

 

Being the host of an internationally important public occasion can be both 

an honor and an immense responsibility at the same time. Organizers see 

themselves confronted with the pressure to ensure a smooth course of the 

event´s agenda as well as a good media presence and good climate 

surrounding the event. If done successfully, a city or region can profit from 

the visitor´s positive perception and can therefore enhance the destination´s 

image. In the best case, the audience and therefore the consumer, can see 

a certain place as a kind of brand. This gives the hosting destination a 

crucial competitive edge. According to the American Marketing Association, 

a brand consists out of "Name, term, design, symbol, or any other feature 

that identifies one seller's good or service as distinct from those of other 

sellers." (American Marketing Association Dictionary, 1995). The successful 

construction of a label results in an emotional connection for the customer 

as well as a recognition factor. In case of the event destination, a successful 

construction of a city as a brand can result in an upswing in the economy, 

especially the tourism branch. Customers will inevitably connect the event 

that took place with the hosting city and unconsciously have a positive 

connection with latter. This makes it quite desirable to compete for this 

position during the tendering procedure.  
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1.2. Risks 

 

Due to all these positive aspects mentioned above, organizers frequently 

leave out of side that events come not only with responsibility towards the 

investor and customer, but also towards the destination itself as well as its 

inhabitants. A lot of times, organization committees tend to exploit resources 

and shake up the societal system in order to maximize profit. When the 

occasion comes to an end, the city is often left with newly constructed but 

now empty buildings and high debts, with no concept how to handle the 

aftermath of the event. Exemplarily there is to mention the stadium of 

Maracanã in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Once seen as “the scenery of the most 

important Brazilian soccer classic”, which “earned historical moments of the 

international soccer” (Visit.rio, 2019), the stadium is now abandoned and 

more of a financial burden to the city than a symbol of success and 

international recognition. The initial glory caused by the FIFA World Cup 

faded quickly. What is left are the problems that come with the maintenance 

of the buildings and the loss of working places that were once established 

facing the sports event (Charner and Darlington, 2017). It can be seen as a 

symbol for the negative impact an event can have in the post-event era. 

This is a common problematic when it comes to event planning and will 

therefore serve as background and motivation to this thesis. 
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1.3. Purpose and research questions  

 

With the background of this problematic described above, there seems to 

be the need to look a little further into the actual planning process of an 

event and the possible impacts that come with it. Due to the regularity of 

these sports events, the problems occurring post-event also appear in 

regular terms and become a matter of public interest. Therefore, the 

problematic of creating an event legacy might be an interesting and 

necessary aspect to consider especially in that branch.  

This leads to the research question:  

- How can an economically positive impact, caused by an international 

sports event, be sustained in the long run by creating an event 

legacy?  

Breaking down this rather wide field of research, there will be a focus on the 

role of the host community and their perception of and attitude towards the 

sports event. Gursoy and Kendall assume that all the impairments to the 

host community´s every-day life are acceptable, as long as the benefits 

succeed the cost and sacrifices made (Gursoy and Kendall, 2006). This 

cost-benefit equation can be seen as overall model in the paper. Several 

factors will be tested regarding their impact on the host community and their 

respective value in this equation.  

Structural changes tend to be a significant investment in the preparation 

time leading up to a major event. Especially for smaller and infrastructurally 

limited areas, the requirements that come with the hosting of a large event, 

can conclude in a significant impact towards the host community. Since 

there seems to be rather small amount of research in this matter, there 

evolves the need to gather further information on how these smaller towns 

cope with the hosting of a major event and especially how the people living 

in this area react to it. In general, one can find several research articles 

dealing with the resident’s perspective of a sports event and the role they 

play concerning the establishment of an event legacy and a positive long-

term impact. However, few researches seem to look into the influence that 
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the perception of an authentic representation of the local culture could 

possibly have on the host community´s support (Bob and Swart, 2009 ; Kim 

and Petrick, 2005). Consequently, this research can be further broken down 

into the following two smaller research aspects: 

- To what extent can structural changes impact the host community 

and their support?  

- How important is in comparison the authentic representation of the 

host community and their values in order to ensure the local support?  

To answer those questions, there will follow a theoretic passage pointing 

out the role and importance of an event legacy in the planning process and 

the particular role of the host community in this matter. Following, there will 

be laid the basis for the research by providing information about necessary 

structural requirements connected with a sports event as well as a further 

explanation on the different dimensions of authenticity. In the course of the 

research, latter aspects will then be tested in regard of their impact on the 

host community and the degree of importance to the local community and 

consequently the predominance of benefits over costs. This research will 

conclude in an analysis and discussion of the identified results.  
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2. Theoretic framework  

 

This theoretical elaboration will provide the necessary background 

information on the concept of building an event legacy as well as the 

different structural requirements and the facets of authenticity and how all 

those factors connect to the host community support, which again plays a 

certain role regarding the event legacy.  

 

2.1 Creating event legacy and sustainable 
economic advantage 

 

In order to meet the challenges that come with the time period after the 

actual event, it is important to create a certain event structure that exceeds 

the occasion itself and implements the aftermath as well. The term of legacy 

regarding an event is defined as a “planned and unplanned, positive and 

negative, tangible and intangible structure(s) created for and by a sport 

event, which remain longer than the event itself” (Preuss, 2007, p.211) The 

construction of event legacy therefore aims at maintaining the positive 

impact, that an event tends to have on a destination, not only during the 

event but also long-term and in a sustainable way. This is particularly 

important to avoid the destruction of the hosting cities´ environment and 

social structures as aftermath to the event (Kaplanidou and Karadakis, 

2010).  

A negative example can be found in Rio de Janeiro. Looking back at the 

FIFA World Cup of 2014 in Brazil, the newly renovated stadium of Maracanã 

was the main scene of the soccer competition and contributed to the public 

interest from all over the world. After the last minute of the final match was 

played, the attention on the hosting began to fade away. Today, the stadium 

can be found in a rather run-down condition, with missing seats and 

construction deficits. All the financial measures that were invested in the 

project do not seem to have paid off. In the long run, the state and the 

event´s organizer were not able to preserve the newly won public interest 
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(Charner and Darlington, 2017). Latter scenario is just one of many 

examples, where international events failed to sustain the initially good 

impact. In order to avoid this development in the future, the International 

Olympic Committee (IOC) passed the 14th mission statement. This part of 

the Charter obliges the hosting destinations to aim at creating positive 

legacies in order to enhance not only the visitor´s perception of the 

destination, but also have the inhabitants themselves benefit from the event 

(Kaplanidou and Karadakis, 2010).  

Building up a legacy includes setting up a long-term plan concerning the 

use of for example stadiums and housing facilities. The IOC wishes to 

maintain the brand awareness of the destination in the post-event era. 

Concerning the athletic character of the event, the organization wants to 

encourage especially the youth in participation of sports activities 

(Kaplanidou and Karadakis, 2010). This might go hand in hand with the aim 

to reduce crime rate by giving children an outlet for their energy and reduce 

the risk of them getting involved into criminal activities. Consequently, it is 

quite important to not only consider organizational tasks upcoming to an 

international sports event, but also the time following up to the event. 

Creating an event legacy plays a key role there.  

Despite all the positive impacts of a legacy, it also comes with a high 

workload and challenges for the organizer. A strong legacy program 

consists out of five different components, that will be explained in the 

following. 

Firstly, the organizational team and stakeholder should be convinced of the 

plan and necessity to create a legacy with the goal to have a long-term 

impact even after the event. Some investors might not have the mindset of 

constructing a sustainable event in that matter. Having a support system on 

the managerial level is the first condition so that the planning team can get 

started with the actual creation process. 

The other four conditions can be divided into the aspect of “securing funding 

and support” and “pursuing the right initiatives”. In the course of this 

research paper, there will be put a focus on the latter aspect, which starts 

with identifying certain objects or aspects of the event that “carry” the 
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legacy, so-called legacy objects. In order to have the community profit from 

the event itself, the organizational process needs to follow a bottom-up 

approach, meaning that the wellbeing of the individual should have priority 

over the overall profit of the game for investors. In consequence, all the 

effort and financial resources should be concentrated on the chosen legacy 

objects. Making these goals transparent to the public and openly talking 

about this concept does not only help realizing the concept but might also 

have the city gain some appreciation due to the responsible and sustainable 

approach to the project. Focusing on aspects that are close to the 

individual´s heart also guarantees the continuance of the project and its 

achieved legacy. The destination´s inhabitants will be more willing to carry 

on with the initiated changes, if they can profit from them. They are the once 

responsible to make the positive development last, especially in terms of 

social structure.  

It is also important to match the goals connected with the event with the 

values of the host country´s societal life and economic and political long-

term goals (Elo, 2016). If a country has for example trying to enforce gender 

equality for the past years, this is an aspect that should also be considered 

while planning the event and trying to establish an event legacy. A 

discrepancy between the country´s overall goals and the character of the 

event will lead to refusal in the society. The locals might see the happenings 

as something invasive to their personal living space and cultural and not 

apply the changes made by the organizational committee. Once the 

competition is over, the country would revert back to its old patterns and the 

attempt of a successful legacy failed (Elo, 2016). 

The second part of the concept plays a rather marginal role regarding the 

analysis of the research question but will still be illustrated shortly for the 

sake of completeness.  

Dealing with the financing of the event, there is to mention the aspect of 

“event-themed leverage opportunities” (Elo, 2016, p.101), which means 

using the impact created through the hosting of the event to achieve broader 

goals for the whole community in all areas of life. Here again it is important 

to consider the overall goals of the destination in the economic, political and 
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social sector. The leverage created should be conform with the long-term 

plan of the host destination. The financial resources of a mega-event can 

therefore indirectly be utilized to finance the long-term development of the 

hosting city or country (Elo, 2016). 

Another way of financing a sports event lies in the opportunity of 

sponsorship. Companies can agree to funding the event in exchange for 

getting some indirect marketing for their products. Especially local 

companies can profit from financially supporting the event. Firstly, they 

make use of this type of advertisement in generating more profit, secondly, 

they help ensure a strong economic environment and increased popularity 

for both the region itself as well as their own company. Sponsorship 

therefore is another way of financing sport events on an international level 

with a long-term impact on the region. 

Taking all these aspects into consideration, the planning of the event legacy 

should begin as early as the preparation for the actual bid for hosting the 

competition and should always take into consideration the situation and 

perception of the host community (Elo, 2016). The people living in the 

hosting destination significantly influence the structure of the event and the 

aspects addressed in terms of the event legacy. Considering the local 

community´s needs and requests is one factor shaping an event legacy and 

be the focus of the following research. 
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Figure 1: The five components of a legacy program. Based on A.T. Kearney, 2005, p.6 

 

 

 

2.2 The importance of host community 
relationship 

 

Staying focused on the aspect of the local community, having a major sports 

event take place in the immediate surrounding comes with several 

advantages and profits. Yeoman et al. declare that “festivals and events 

provide an opportunity for community cultural development, which, […] is 

nearly an invisible phenomenon” (Yeoman et al., 2004, p. 40). 

The immediate proximity to the event and the involvement of the locals in 

the event´s structure contains opportunities for increased community spirit 

and pride. The organizer aims to point out values that are important to the 

community, such as their heritage and or local historical elements, and try 

to project and implement them in the event planning. By employing 

inhabitants of the hosting community as volunteers during the event itself, 

there opens up another opportunity to share and preserve the local culture. 
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The volunteers are most likely proud and happy to share their knowledge, 

while the visitor can gain a further insight into their every-day life (Yeoman 

et al., 2004). 

Besides all the positive impacts the event can have on the hosting 

community, it is crucial to also consider possible disruptive factors, that may 

lead to discomfort and rejection from their side. Locals can easily feel 

overwhelmed by the mass of tourists coming in for the event. “One stranger 

may be acceptable, but in mass a threat exists” (Yeoman et al., 2004, p.39). 

In order to avoid this development ahead of time, event planners need to 

consider the size of the destination and if the venue as well as the location 

will be able to handle the expected number of visitors. But not only the 

number of visitors, but also their socio-economic background is an important 

point to consider. Significant difference in terms of living standard and 

lifestyle can lead to an unpleasant perception from the local´s side (Yeoman 

et al., 2004). Exemplarily, this became clear during the preparation for the 

FIFA World Cup 2014 in Rio de Janeiro. Police units tried to control the 

problem areas, also known as favelas, by applying violent measures. All of 

this was done in order to present the city better to the international visitors 

and investors coming in for the event. Cleary, the local living standards and 

socio-economic situation in Brazil was fundamentally different from other 

sports enthusiast flying in from industrialized countries. By trying to minimize 

those difference, that had established over decades, in the short time period 

of the preparation phase of the World Cup, there formed a negative attitude 

of the host community towards the event (Froio, 2014).  

This development leads us to another problematic in terms of local support. 

Since there prevails a highly competitive situation when it comes to the 

awarding of a destination as host city for an international sports event, such 

as the Olympic Games or the FIFA World Cup, politicians and organizer 

tend to glorify the impacts to the community and only point at positive 

consequences such as the establishment of new job opportunities and 

additional income for the region. That the financing of such a mega event 

requires a possibly supplement by increased tax payment from the host 

community is left out of sight. Additionally, during the course of the event, 

people living in the immediate proximity to the event will have to deal with 
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increased traffic volume, pollution and destruction of the environment in the 

building process. There might also be registered an increased rate of minor 

criminal activities such as pick pocketing, since the increased number of 

tourists provides a platform for petty crime. Gursoy and Kendall assume, 

that all the impairments to their every-day life is acceptable for the host 

community, as long as the benefits succeed the cost and sacrifices made. 

As long as the individual, as well as the community and the destination gain 

a long-term advantage out of hosting the sports event, the locals seem to 

be willing to put up with possible disadvantages (Gursoy and Kendall, 2006). 

 

2.3 Structural changes and their possible impact 
on the host community  

 

Hosting an international event portrays the opportunity for the particular 

country or city to boost the destination´s image and can consequently result 

into many advantages for the local community. These advantages inevitably 

come with certain requirements and expectations from both investors and 

visitors (Sant, Mason and Hinch, 2013). These conditions need to be fulfilled 

to create an economically positive impact and therefore fulfil the first step of 

the research question.  

In terms of a sport event, structural requirements include a well-established 

infrastructure, appropriate housing for athletes and visitors as well as 

transportation and recreational possibilities. Depending on the 

macroeconomic situation, some hosting cities might be further developed 

than others and therefore require a different budget for making the changes 

mentioned above. Additionally, there are to consider possible other projects, 

that might be planned regardless the sports event and might even have 

priority over it (Solberg and Preuss, 2007).  

Structural changes required by events can be divided in soft and hard 

infrastructural changes. Soft infrastructural changes include citizen 

acquiring new knowledge, for example by volunteering at the sports event 

and gaining further competences when it comes to a foreign language or 
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customer service. Each individual living in the hosting destination gets the 

possibility to expand their personal horizon both on a professional and 

personal level. As a supporting fact there is to name that during the 

Commonwealth Games in Manchester in 2002, half of the volunteers felt 

like their supportive work during the event helped not only the customers 

but also themselves in terms of their individual skillset. They were also 

educated concerning security policies, especially anti-terror measures, and 

were asked to work with the local police, who had also upgraded their 

equipment for this reason. Taking all these steps enhanced not only the 

cities living conditions, but also raised its bid competition when it comes to 

the application for future sports events. The better the soft skills of the 

inhabitants in terms of open-minded thinking and their ability to include 

cross-cultural aspects, the higher the attractiveness of the destination itself 

(Solberg and Preuss, 2007).  

These invisible qualities are an important factor when it comes to forming a 

successful event agenda and increase the demand in the tourism industry.  

In comparison to that, the change of hard skills is more visible and include 

the construction of new products, in this case new buildings or roads 

(Solberg and Preuss, 2007).  

These constructional changes can happen on three different levels and 

therefore turn out to have differently high impacts on the brand value of the 

destination. On the primary level there are to mention the sports facilities 

that are specifically required for the competition. For instance, the 

construction of a stadium, shooting range or rowing course. Once these 

necessary requirements are met, the host needs to be able to offer an 

appropriate amount of housing facilities to the staff and athletes. Building 

and organizing these accommodations falls into the second category of 

infrastructural changes when aiming to create a successful international 

sports event. The gentrification of certain quarters of a city might come with 

these construction projects and can pose a distinct difference to the city´s 

image and demographic development, especially in the post-event period 

(Solberg and Preuss, 2007). Thirdly, and therefore connected with the most 

cost but also far-reaching consequence for destination, there are to mention 
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major aspects like road construction, airports and hotels. These are quite 

basic requirements that should be met to organize an international sports 

event (Solberg and Preuss, 2007). Naturally, those structural changes come 

apparent to the host community as well and it is to determine to what extent 

they impact the locals and what consequence this might have in terms of 

their perception towards the event.  

 

 

Figure 2: structural demands of sport events on cities. Based on Solberg and Preuss, 2007, p.216  
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2.4 The importance of authentic representation of 
the host community 

 

Earlier in this scientific paper, there is referred to Gursoy and Kendall´s 

assumption, that the major condition for the local community´s support is 

the benefits succeeding the perceived costs and negative impacts. Not only 

the earlier mentioned structural changes can have an influence on the 

perception of the residents, media and politicians also play a significant role 

in this regard. Latter tend to have a lot of influence on the public opinion and 

tend to portray the consequences of hosting an event as only positive, 

leaving aside possible concern and criticism. While this research intends to 

include those factors, it is also supplementing the aspect of authenticity of 

the sports event.  

“Authenticity usually indicates their perception of genuineness of tourism 

attractions and experiences” (Zhang, Wen and Li, 2018, p. 4). In order to 

construct authenticity, there needs to be reflected on local values and 

cultural influences that shape the local´s everyday life. Especially regarding 

the establishment of international sports events, organized on a rather big 

scale, these aspects tend to be put in the background and are replaced with 

more profit-oriented considerations. In order to evaluate its importance, the 

broad term of authenticity will be narrowed down to a few research objects 

(Zhang, Wen and Li, 2018). 

Consequently, it is necessary to distinguish between so-called hot and cool 

authenticity. Latter is objective and verifiable due to the existence of 

scientific knowledge. Tangible objectives in the field of cool authentication, 

such as food and souvenirs, can be proven to have a cultural or historical 

value to the respective destination or region. Souvenirs, for example justify 

their contribution to an authentic perception by referring to “uniqueness, 

craftsmanship, beauty, utility, match with history, and [..] a good shopping 

experience” (Zhang, Wen and Li, 2018, p. 5). Also, cultural figures and 

symbols fall into that category, since there is a historical background and 

scientific proof that justifies their contribution to authenticity .  
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Hot authenticity on the other hand, bases on the subjective perception and 

imagination of the visitor. While cool authenticity relies on rationality, hot 

authenticity roots back to the visitor’s emotions connected with certain 

touristic attractions resulting out of the interaction (Zhang, Wen and Li, 

2018). An example could be the involvement of the visitors in the actual 

course of the event by providing the opportunity to try sportive activities 

themselves to strengthen the feeling of participation. Ideally, this would 

create a positive linking in the visitors´ mind and therefore have them 

perceive the event as authentic in that matter. 

Ideally, both factettes of authenticity are addressed in order to ensure the 

satisfaction of the customer concerning the hosted event. Establishing a 

highly authentic sports event, providing authentic food and souvenirs as well 

as interacting with the visitor , increases the validation of the occasion from 

the side of the visitor as well as the host community, who sees itself and its 

cultural values represented appropriately (Yeoman et al., 2004).  

All the factors mentioned above, structural changes on several levels, as 

well as different facets authenticity, are research objects that are to be 

tested regarding their impact on the host community´s perception and their 

metaphorical weight in the earlier mentioned cost-benefit equation.  
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2.5 Theoretical recapitulation 

 

Drawing a short result from the literature review, there is to say that the 

hosting of major events comes with a variety of opportunities, but also 

responsibilities not only towards the investors but also the people living in 

the immediate environment. Against the background of an ideally 

sustainably constructed event, aiming at a long-lasting economic 

advantage, the host community plays a crucial role and is directly impacting 

the success of the event. In order to ensure their support, certain 

requirements need to be fulfilled. The general opinion seems to be that this 

loyalty can be guaranteed as long as the impacts, seen as type of costs in 

a non-monetary way, do not succeed the benefits and aspects that enrich 

the local’s everyday life. Keeping this equation in mind, the two factors of 

structural requirement and authenticity seem to deserve attention in terms 

of testing their metaphorical weight on the outcome of this equation. Latter 

can be divided into the subcategories of hot and cool authenticity, 

symbolizing personal involvement in the event and the sale of food and 

souvenirs. Looking at those factors from different perspectives, being the 

organizer´s plan and concept, the volunteers experience during the event, 

and finally the evaluation and recapitulation of the local host community 

towards the international sport event, should give a differentiated opinion 

and insight into their contributing or decreasing value to the local support.  
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3. Method  

 

This methodological section of the thesis will give an insight in the exact 

conduction of the research by giving information on the choice of the 

research design, as well as the exact procedure of data collection. Lastly, 

the aspect of reliability and validity will be explained and applied in the 

context in order to ensure the relevance of the thesis. 

 

3.1 choice of research design  

 

In order to conduct the research regarding the impact of the factors of 

structural changes and authenticity, there was used a mixed approach of 

both quantitative and qualitative research design. This allowed an approach 

from different perspectives. The qualitive dimension of the research made 

it possible to talk to the organizer and the municipality in structured 

interview, as well as to the volunteers in form of a semi-structured dialogue. 

The goal was to capture the respective opinion and attitude towards the 

event and consequently the public perception of the event in order to 

evaluate the extent of their support. Due to the only rough guideline of 

questions throughout the conversation, the interviewee had the opportunity 

to express aspects that concerned them in particular and naturally have 

their voice heard on a bigger scale.  

In order to capture this voice and public opinion of the host community, a 

quantitative approach seemed more useful. To have the furthest reach 

possible in the search for respondents, there was constructed a survey, 

which was distributed through the online media channels of email and the 

social network platform of Facebook, as well as personal contacts within the 

researcher’s network. It allowed a collection of multiple answers from people 

with differences in age and socio-cultural background as well as the basis 

for a statistic analysis regarding possible correlations between those 

societal differences. The theoretical framework and concepts, which serve 

as a basis to the actual research, were extracted both from Google scholar 
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as well as the MIUN database Primo by searching for peer-reviewed articles 

and books. The target group for the survey consisted out the inhabitants of 

Östersund and the surrounding Jämtland region with the IBU Biathlon World 

Championships 2019 being a specific sports event to measure those impact 

on. 

 

3.2 Sampling 

Survey 

The mentioned target group ,representing the local host community, 

received the questions via email or the use of the social media platform 

Facebook in form of an online survey. Due to the need for data protection, 

it turned out to be rather difficult to reach possible respondents, since both 

the municipality and the event´s organizer were unable to provide contact 

information of visitors. Therefore, the reach for this survey was limited and 

resulted in a small sample of 60 people. A significantly lower number of 

respondents might surely would have had a negative impact on the 

statistical analysis and interpretation of the results. It would have been 

desirable to reach an even higher number of participants in the course of 

the conducted research, the obstacles described above, mainly leading 

back to problems related to the aspect of data protection and the general 

data protection regulation. However, the amount of 60 people for the survey 

seems to be sufficient in order to capture a valid common opinion of the 

local community. Additionally, for the qualitative approach, there were 

selected 3 people in order to conduct the beforementioned semi-structured 

interviews.  

Due to the immediate socio-cultural surrounding of the researcher, there is 

laid a focus on Swedish and German citizen, all living in Östersund, being 

the hosting destination in this example, for at least 5 month at the time of 

the questioning. This seemed a legitimate criteria in order to ensure a 

certain amount of knowledge from the side of the participants and 

interviewees concerning the local culture, even if they were not originally 

from the region of the hosting destination.  
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Interviews 

The sampling for the quantitative approach of a survey was drawn from an 

email list of randomly selected students of the Mid Sweden University and 

the consultation via the social media platform Facebook and WhatsApp, 

following the snowball approach. This approach seemed to be a good 

method to reach as many participants as possible within the local network 

by making use of interpersonal relationships in combination with social 

media. However, there is to note a certain focus on the younger or middle-

aged generation, whom are possibly more familiar with the use of internet 

and social media platforms. In consequence, the older generation might be 

less represented in the results of the research.  

The respondents for the qualitative part of the research, being the 

interviews, were picked regarding their respective occupation and 

involvement in the event course. With two interviewees being German 

international students at MIUN, who volunteered at the sport event, and one 

interviewee being the representative of the Swedish Biathlon Federation, 

the aim was to gain a different perspective on the event course from different 

angles, provided by different respondents. 

 

3.3 Design of questionnaire and interviews 

Survey 

The survey consisted out of 15 questions, requesting demographical data 

such as age and gender, as well as more specific questions regarding the 

sports event of the IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019, which served 

as exemplarily occasion during the research. While it is unarguable, that the 

host community plays a crucial role regarding the support of the sports 

event, the questionnaire aimed at finding out, what role the authentic 

representation plays regarding the perception of the host community. The 

retrieval of information regarding the impact of structural changes, 

especially in smaller cities and communities, were meant to present a 

comparative value. Since this factor is proven to have an either positive or 

negative impact on the host community´s perception and also to play a 
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significant role regarding the realization of an event legacy, this seemed to 

pose a qualified counterweight towards the more questionable aspect of 

authenticity. Therefore, questions included a requested overall evaluation 

of the event and later a more specific evaluation of the authentic 

representation of the Jämtland region in the course of the event. 

Furthermore, the respondents were asked to evaluate the authenticity of 

food and souvenirs provided and sold on the venue, as well as the 

importance of historical values. Another considered aspect was the 

personal involvement in the event, being also a facet of authentic 

representation. The two factors of the impact on the host community due to 

structural changes as well as the authentic representation were meant to be 

tested and analyzed with the formerly mentioned cost-benefit equation in 

mind. It was questioned, if and to what extend the two factors contributed 

more to a negative (cost) or positive (benefit) attitude of the local community 

towards the event.  

The answers given were measured on a five-point Likert scale, ranking from 

a value of 1 ,meaning “very bad”, “not at all” or “completely unimportant”, to 

a value of 5. Latter represented a wording of “very good”, “very much” or 

“very important”. Those answers were supplemented with open-ended 

questions in order to give the interviewee the possibility to further explain 

their statements given. This procedure oriented itself at the example of 

Mccartney and Osti´s research dealing with the influence of authenticity in 

the field of a local event in Asia, being the dragon boat racing in Macao, 

China (Mccartney and Osti, 2007). Demographic values as well as the query 

concerning the participation as visitor at the event were retrieved through a 

multiple-choice question with the answer alternatives being the option of 

either “yes” or “no“. After the phase of data collection, the assembled facts 

from the survey were transferred to the statistical program of Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) produced by IBM in order to 

conduct a more details analysis looking at possible correlations between the 

different questions and the respective answers given. 
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Interviews 

Focusing on the qualitative part of the study, the interview with the 

volunteers, which took place within the framework of a semi-structured 

interview, was first recorded and then written out in a corrected version. 

Latter was sent to the interviewees for a final confirmation and permission 

for the use of the collected data. The communication and data collection in 

dialogue with the responsible personnel employed by the event´s organizer, 

being the Swedish Biathlon Federation, took place via email contact due to 

a lack of time for an interview from the side of the interviewees. The 

questionnaire was sent to both parties resulting into detailed written 

statements from the side of the institutions concerning the event.  

Latter questions directed towards the Swedish Biathlon Federation ,Lisa 

Engman as a particular representative and contact person in this matter, 

covered mostly aspects regarding the concept of authenticity. The goal was 

to figure out, if and to what extent the rightful representation of the local 

culture was a concern that was included into the planning process leading 

up to the event. In consequence, facets such as the merchandise of food 

and souvenirs were questioned, as well as the concern of possible 

impairments and impacts on the local community´s everyday-life. Lastly, 

there was asked for a statement regarding the involvement of the volunteers 

and possible benefits coming with it, besides the quite obvious fact of cost 

reduction. This part of the data collection was supposed to serve as a kind 

of control variable, evaluating the actual plan made leading up to the event, 

compared to the impact and the evaluation post event. This allowed to gain 

another perspective on the event by not only including the subjective 

perception of the host community, but also the possibly more objective facts 

from the organizer´s side. This comparison also included the possibility to 

show possible gaps and shortcomings between the planned and actually 

perceived measurements regarding the event. 
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3.4 Reliability  

Reliability defines whether and to what extent the same research procedure 

could be conducted for a different target group and hosting destination and 

still conclude in the same results. In order to ensure this grade of accuracy, 

the aim is to rule out systematic errors, who would seriously falsify the result 

due to malfunction in the research approach. Drost compare this to an 

inaccurate body scale, which shows for example a constantly higher weight 

in the process of multiple consecutive weighing. Other errors, such as a 

certain amount of randomness in the responses given by the participants, 

or situational factors, such as stress or noise level, are other factors 

influencing the research result (Drost, 2011).  

The reliability of this conducted research was ensured by the consultation 

of the official institutions of the Östersunds kommun and the Swedish 

Biathlon Federation. Therefore, the results retrieved can be expected to be 

supported by a fairly high amount of expert knowledge. Regarding the 

survey, there were consulted 60 persons, which was considered to be a 

sufficient number of respondents in order to derive a common opinion.  

While the external factors of noise and stress are hard to erase, since they 

lie in the responsibility of the respondent, the occasion of systematic errors 

was largely prevented by pretesting the questionnaire on 2 individuals 

before the actual sending out. Possible misunderstandings and obscurities 

were erased by reformulating the respective question. Additionally, there 

was added a picture regarding the cultural and historical value of the 

Storsjöodjuret in order to ensure a mutual understanding of the symbol. 
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3.5 Validity  

Validity within a research does not only concern the general importance of 

the study, but also the possible correlation between the respective 

variables. Firstly, there needs to be ensured that the measures taken in the 

course of the research and the particular questions asked, match the bigger 

research goal. Again, referring to Drost as an exemplarily source, the author 

states the assessment of the IQ as a proper and valid approach to measure 

intelligence. The point in time of the questioning might also be relevant to 

the internal validity of the study, as well as the statistical validity between 

two variables (Drost, 2011). 

Regarding the presented study, the general validity was ensured by the 

immediate proximity to the actual event and the concluding possibility to 

capture the general evaluation and opinion from multiple perspectives, 

being the host community, but also the organizer and two volunteers. Since 

the data collection took place in end of March and April 2019, immediately 

after the event´s end on March 17th, the information given were based on 

memories made shortly before and therefore ensured a certain quality and 

accuracy. The perception of the host community was captured with the help 

of a quantitative survey, which seemed to be an appropriate measure, 

whereas a more personal interview with individuals on the organizer´s and 

volunteer´s side ensured a valid portrayal of their opinion. The respondents 

to the online survey, who received the questions via email, were randomly 

selected out of the general email list from the educational institution of the 

Mid Sweden University. This random sampling served the purpose to 

capture the opinion of locals without being unconsciously biased and to 

ensure a diverse background and different points of view. It also widened 

the coverage of possible respondents. The distribution via the social 

network followed the approach of snowball sampling. Approaching people 

within their direct social network made it possible to strengthen the opinion 

given and gain an insight into the different possible prevalent opinion 

leaders.  
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4. Results and analysis 

 

In the following, the data collected beforehand will be analyzed and 

interpreted with the help of the statistical system of SPSS as well as the 

coding of the interviews. After presenting the demographic information, 

there will be laid a focus on the dialogue between the organizer´s perception 

and the one from the side of the host community in order to identify possible 

gaps and room for improvement in the event´s organizational process.  

 

4.1. Demographics  

Out of a total amount of 60 participants (appendix II, table 1) in the online 

survey connected with the quantitative research approach, 36 persons were 

female and 23 male. One person indicated to neither identify as female nor 

male (appendix II, table 2). The age group was quite broad with a range 

from 20 to 71 years, although there was to see a significant concentration 

of the age groups from 21 to 22 and 24 to 25, making up 37 of the total of 

respondents. Due to the geographical location of the researcher as well as 

the immediate social surrounding, the majority with a percentage of 80 

percent of questioned people were either Swedish or German. However, 

also other nationalities were represented, being Belgian, Italian, Austrian, 

British, Kenyan, Norwegian and Swedish-Finnish (appendix II, table 3). This 

created a diverse group in terms of nationalities and socio-cultural 

background. Disregarding the latter fact, all of the participants lived in 

Östersund, being the hosting destination, for at least 5 months at the time 

of the questioning, so that a certain amount of knowledge can be presumed.  

Looking at the semi-structured interviews conducted in the course of the 

qualitative research, there were approached two German volunteers, aged 

22 and 28 years old. The two interviewees have been living in Östersund 

for 8 months at the time of the interview and actively participated in the event 

course through their volunteering activity. Furthermore, there was sought 

after the cooperation with the local municipality as well as the event´s 
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organizer. Both institutions mediated contact towards a representative, who 

worked together with the student and answered the questions.  

Regarding the demographic factors in this study, there is to note the variety 

in terms of nationalities and age groups, with a significant concentration on 

the age group of young adults from Sweden and Germany especially in 

regard of the quantitative research approach. There could not be found any 

significant correlations between those factors and their respective 

perception of the event. 

  

Figure 3: map of the respondent´s origins 
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4.2. Analysis of structural changes and impacts 
 

The following text passage will focus on the planned structural 

measurements indicated by the organizer as well as the respective 

perception from the side of the host community.  

 

4.2.1. Perspective of organizer 

 

Facing the increased the number of tourists and visitors coming into the city 

of Östersund and the region of Jämtland, the municipality had to enforce 

structural measurements to cope with this increased demand. According to 

the organizer itself, there were changes made regarding the actual venue, 

the traffic routes as well as the airport. A new entrance to the arena had not 

only functional advantages but also posed an improvement of the outer 

appearance. This again gives room for the suggestion that a more 

professional design of the event venue indirectly contributes to the 

professional image and a positively authentic perception from the side of 

the visitors and the local community. Another change instructed was the one 

taking place at the local airport. The check-in system at Åre / Östersund 

airport was renewed in order to smoothen the travel process, especially in 

the post-event era for the leaving tourists. The third structural change 

named by the interviewee was the one focused on the traffic network of the 

city of Östersund. The street of Rådhusgatan, a major street running 

through the city, was blocked by a commercial vehicle for the time of the 

event. The reason behind this was the awarding of the medals that took 

place in front of the city hall in the evenings after the actual competition in 

order to honor the respective athletes. Especially regarding this temporary 

measurement, the Swedish Biathlon Federation admitted to having received 

some complaints from locals regarding this road blockage but claimed that 

later were only sporadic and therefore did not seem be a major concern. 
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4.2.2. Perspective of host community  

 

The impairment of the locals´ every-day life measured to what extent the 

preparation process leading up to the actual event imposed negative 

consequences on the local community. A significantly high amount of 

people, with 65 percent, stated that they did not experience any negative 

consequences out of the restructuring of the airport, the entrance of the 

biathlon arena as well as the traffic network. A few times there was 

mentioned the inability to use the Biathlon tracks surrounding the arena for 

leisure sports activities, since they were occupied regarding the competition, 

which might have impacted the recreational activities of some local 

inhabitants. Besides these minor complaints, there was no particularly 

negative attitude towards the structural requirements to filter out of the 

statistical analysis of the online survey (appendix II, table 4).  

This leads to the indication that the structural measurements arranged did 

not seem have a major impact on the either negative or positive attitude of 

the host community towards the event and therefore did not determine the 

extent of local support. It is to imagine, that significant disturbances could 

have negatively resulted in a perception of a cost from the local side. Even 

though the correlation between the impacts caused by structural changes 

and the general success of the event is logical, it can hardly be proven from 

this sample. Possible correlations between the respective factors were 

measured with the help of the Spearman correlation, which is used to 

measure this kind of relationship between ordinal factors, which again are 

measured on for example a Likert scale. Latter correlation determined with 

the help of the statistical program of SPSS only showed a correlation 

coefficient 0.089 and was therefore evaluated not to show a significant 

interconnection between the overall evaluation of the event and the impact 

due to structural changes (appendix II, table 5). For the matter of this study, 

there is to conclude that structural changes, if not posing a negative 

impairment to the local community, does not manage to function as 

contributing factor to the positive perception as a benefit, but is rather left 

without consideration from the side of the host community while evaluating 

their support of the event. 
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4.3. Analysis of authentic representation  

 

In order to answer the third research question asked in this scientific paper, 

the extent of authentic representation and the facets of hot and cool 

authenticity will be tested and interpreted against the background and 

perception of both the organizer´s perspective as well as the one of the 

locals. 

4.3.1. Perspective of organizer 

The event´s organizer stated in the course of the interview that both the food 

and the souvenirs offered at the venue site, were locally and sustainably 

sourced. The institution´s representative also pointed out the collaboration 

with the Sámi people, an indigenous ethnic group located among others in 

the northern regions of Sweden, with an estimated population of 2000 

people in this area (Kent, 2018). The collaboration with local companies and 

the incorporation of local products seemed to be a major factor for the 

strengthening of the concept of authenticity connected with the event. 

Further research also led to the finding of a cooperation of multiple local 

brands under the concept of the “World Championships Region 2019” 

(WCR), aiming at maximizing the positive effect of economic growth caused 

by the IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019 (Wcr2019.com, 2019). By 

collaborating with multiple local businesses, the impacts caused by their 

networking actions naturally became bigger, aiming at using the new 

communication channels constructed in view of the sports event and 

maintaining positive economic impacts. This enabled especially smaller 

companies to benefit from the further reach of the whole brand group and 

to have their voices heard. Exemplarily, there are to name partners such as 

the local Clarion Hotel or Östersunds Fotbollsklubb (ÖFK), who contributed 

in this networking measurement. Concluding, a special focus was laid on 

the cooperation of smaller companies as well as ethnic population minorities 

to enable the merchandise of their products to ensure an authentic 

representation.  
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4.3.2. Perspective of host community  

In order to measure the local’s perception of authenticity, there was firstly 

evaluated the correlation between their overall evaluation and their 

perception of authenticity, in order to analyze the influence that latter has 

on the general success of the Biathlon World Championships. While the 

host community expressed a very positive attitude towards the general 

course of the event, with 47.5 percent evaluating it as “very good” on the 5-

point Likert scale and a mean of 4.32, the assessment of authenticity in that 

regard was slightly less positive. Half of the respondents (50.8 percent) 

rated this aspect with “quite good” and another 30.5 percent with “neutral”, 

amounting to a mean of 3.83 out of five (appendix II, table 6 and 7). 

According to the index of Spearman correlation, there was to measure a 

weak positive correlation of 0.308, which implicated that authenticity is 

indeed a factor contributing to the attitude forming of the host community 

towards an event (appendix II, table 8). However, there also have to be other 

indicators since the two factors were not completely congruent in their 

evaluation.  

Focusing on the aspect of authentic representation and its contribution to 

host community support, the respondents were asked to indicate their 

interest in so-called secondary activities, such as souvenir shopping, food 

and historical respectively cultural values and symbol. Falling under the 

category of interest beside the actual event course, those factors at the 

same time represent subcategories of authenticity. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that the importance of secondary activities scored a similar mean 

of 3.66 compared to the earlier mentioned mean of 3.83 regarding the 

general evaluation of authenticity. The highly significant coefficient of 0.375 

stated a solid relation between these two factors. This result can be seen 

as additional proof that the activities mentioned above are important 

contributors to the event and the image observed by the local community, 

determining their support (appendix II, table 9).  
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4.3.2.1. Cool authenticity 

Further breaking down the components of authenticity, divided into hot and 

cool authenticity, the host community was questioned regarding their 

perception in this regard. Concerning food, being a part of cool authenticity, 

the degree of credibility and representativeness was mostly (70.7 percent) 

evaluated with neutral (appendix II, table 10). This figure communicated the 

first impression that the consumption of edibles was not the priority of the 

host community while visiting the event and therefore did not contribute to 

the authentic perception in a significant way. Nevertheless, when asked to 

name a specific dish, which is representative for the region and was served 

at the event, there was frequently named moose and elk meat, as well as 

hot dogs. Concerning the first two, there was found proof of these meat 

types being especially representative for the Jämtland county in anther 

independent literature source: “we can find various products in this region 

as fruit, berries, vegetables, mushrooms, fish, elk and roe deer roam” 

(Decan, 2015, p.6). This leads to an intermediate result of, specifically, the 

food served at the IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019 in Östersund 

being authentic. But more generally speaking, it also leads to the 

conclusion, that this type of consumption might not be a contributing factor 

to the host community´s support but rather addressed towards the visitors 

coming from other parts of Sweden or abroad. Regarding the authenticity 

that foreign visitors are perceiving via the purchase of food items, the 

correlation coefficient of 0.29 shows a significant connection between the 

two factors (appendix II, table 13). It is important to keep in mind, that 

according to this study, the observed effect is not directed towards the host 

community but rather the foreign visitors, since they are the ones consuming 

the local dishes. 

A similar theory applies to the merchandise of souvenirs. They as well were 

evaluated with a rather indifferent score (56.1 percent) by the host 

community, which is also explainable due to the direction towards the 

international visitors coming into the region willing to purchase souvenirs as 

a memory of the event (appendix II, table 11). Logically, since the locals 

already live in the area and are used to being surrounded by those local 
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values, there is not a high demand in buying gifts and reminders. These 

goods can also be classified into the more “outwards” oriented branch of 

merchandise, aiming at satisfying the needs of the visitors rather than the 

host community. This simultaneously explains the lack of correlation 

between the authenticity of souvenirs and the overall event (appendix II, 

table 17). These types of products simply to do not catch the attention of the 

local community and consequently are not evaluated and considered in 

connection with their general sports event.  

When it comes to the consideration of cultural and historical values in 

connection with the concept of authenticity, the results of the study turned 

out to be a bit different. In particular, there was chosen the example of the 

historical figure of Storsjöodjuret. This mystical creature is told to be living 

in the waters of the local Storsjön Lake and allegedly has been spotted by 

multiple people as early as 350 years ago. Therefore, this legend is not only 

tourist attraction but also an important part of the local culture and history 

(Coleman and Huyghe, 2003). For these various reasons, it seemed fitting 

to test this factor in the course of this research. The respondents were asked 

to assess the importance of the Storsjöodjuret (engl: Storsjön monster), 

which lead to 46.7 percent of the 60 respondents answering with “quite 

important” (appendix II, table 12). The strong correlation with a coefficient 

of 0.348 between historical figures and authenticity can be seen as a 

supporting fact (appendix II, table 15). This result leads to the assumption 

that figures and symbols rooted in the local history of the destination play 

an important role in the goal of an appropriate representation. Those values 

are usually involved in the locals every-day life and are therefore closely 

connected to the local culture. Assuming that locals measure authentic 

representation by how close and representative certain factors and 

measurements are to their daily life and the values incorporated in it, 

historical and cultural values such as the Storsjön monster are very likely to 

match those expectations and include a high value of authenticity.  
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4.3.2.2. Hot authenticity 

The second part of contributing factors to authenticity can be categorized 

as hot authenticity, including the involvement of the visitor into the actual 

course of the event and the possibility to actively participate. If done 

properly, the visitor does not take a passive role of simply watching the 

event, in this case the biathlon competition, but is elevated a whole new 

level of experience. By being able to engage in the process in a more active 

way, the spectator can capture the feeling and excitement included in the 

competition and in consequence creates a memory. This engagement in the 

event is strongly correlated to the overall evaluation, which can be 

supported by the fact that the Spearman correlation scored a coefficient of 

0.522 in this matter, indicating a strong interdependence of these two 

factors (appendix II, table 19). However, it seems like this involvement in 

the event is not necessarily connected with the concept of an authentic 

representation in the visitors and, which can be proven by the lack of 

correlation between these two factors (appendix II, table 20).  When asked 

to what extent they felt that they could actively participate in the Biathlon 

Championship, 37.3 percent answered with “somewhat”, being a rather 

neutral answer on the 5-point Likert scale. Another 22 percent indicated that 

they could “quite much” capture the possibility to engage in activities 

connected to the sports event. At this point there is to mention a quote 

extracted from the interview with the two volunteers, who were involved into 

the organizational process of the Biathlon Championships. The 

interviewees stated that “you could try biathlon yourself, so the shooting” 

(Stella Kaffke (2019) , 28 March 2019, p.2). This would be an example of 

the attempt from the organizer´s side to involve the visitor into the sportive 

activity that is taking place in the arena and have them understand the motor 

function and technique that comes with it.  

Looking further into the opinion and statements made by the volunteers in 

the course of the semi-structured interview, there becomes clear that 

especially the inhabitants engaged in activities supporting the event 

preparation process were exposed to a high degree of involvement. One of 

the interviewees described her task during the event saying that she was 
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responsible for the attachment of the transponders to the athletes´ ankles 

in order to measure their time during the competition. Another responsibility 

mentioned later on was the time keeping at the finish line. Due to the high 

importance of the factor time not only to the athletes themselves but the 

overall competition, the respective volunteer simultaneously took over a 

rather large amount of responsibility by engaging in the task of time keeping. 

By transferring this duty to the member of the host community, naturally 

there evolves a strong sense of active participation in the event. Besides 

taking over these functions directly related to the competition, the contact to 

important personalities on the local and national level seemed to be another 

factor contributing to the feeling of involvement. The interviewees 

mentioned that both the Swedish royal family and the Swedish prime 

minister Stefan Löfven were present during certain time frames of the event 

course. In particular the possibility to engage in an unusually close 

interaction especially with the politician made a positive impression on the 

two volunteers and seemed to send a signal of general interest of political 

figures and representatives in the event and the destination of Östersund. 

This approach is another option to intensify the involvement of the visitors 

in the event process. The offering of volunteering activities from the side of 

the organizer seems to be a very effective way to reach a high level of host 

community involvement, which benefits both parties. The motivation and 

wishes from the side of the volunteers that it “might be fun to […] see behind 

the scenes” (Elena Hanns (2019) , 28 March 2019, p.1) goes hand in hand 

with their pride to be the hosting destination of the event and the possibility 

to extend their own social network within the city. The volunteers explained 

their observation, that multiple co-worker in the preparation process had 

already participated multiple times and that especially retired inhabitants 

were happy to get into contact with new people. This repeated attendance 

of an event in this function could be seen as a proof of the positive 

connection and evaluation in the mind of the respective person, being a 

representative of the local host community. Looking at the volunteering 

hiring from the perspective of the organizer, the inhabitants in this duty did 

not only equal a minimization of costs, since their work did not require 

financial compensation compared to otherwise hired professionals. Lisa 
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Engman, being the representative of the Swedish Biathlon Federation in the 

regard of this research study, stated in her written statement that “we [the 

organizer] had not managed to do the event without the volunteers. We 

could not afford it. Many of the volunteers are local and they are very good 

ambassadors, both before and during the event. They are very proud to be 

a part of the championships and that is very important to us.” (Lisa Engman, 

(2019), 12.April 2019, p.2). This indicates that the hiring of volunteers was 

not only done with a financial advantage in mind. The event organizer 

realized the importance of involving the locals even in the preparation 

process, in order to construct a positive perception of the overall event and 

in consequence recruit them in the sense of a brand ambassador, who 

practices word-of-mouth (WOM) advertisement throughout its own social 

network based in the hosting destination. 

Consequently, it seems to be reasonable to consider both interactive offers, 

such as the possibility to try a shooting range in the biathlon arena 

themselves, and the recruitment of volunteers in order to enhance factors 

such as community spirit, create a positive perception of the event and most 

importantly ensure host community support. However, besides all the 

positive aspects mentioned, there is still left to evaluate the contribution of 

involvement to the authentic representation from the perspective of the host 

community. Surprisingly, the correlation of this factor with the overall 

evaluation of the event was significantly higher than the one with the 

concept of authenticity. First one was calculated with a coefficient of 0.522 

by the SPSS system. Interpreting this figure, one draws the conclusion that 

active participation is indeed an important aspect for the host community 

when looking back at the event. But when connecting the active interaction 

and feeling of contribution to the assessment of representativeness, the 

correlation is weakened to a figure of 0.222. At first sight, this would indicate 

that involvement is not an aspect included in the concept of authenticity, 

which would be highly contradictory to the theoretical framework presented 

above. Further reflection leads to the possibility that this facet is simply not 

perceived as a contributor to the concept in the opinion of the host 

community. Since the host community ascribes it a high importance 

concerning the general success of the event, this proves the high general 
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interest in being included in the event course. The inhabitants of the hosting 

community might simply lack to connect this thought to the consideration of 

authenticity, created a gap between the theoretical and practical approach 

in this regard. 

 

 

4.4. Subsequent evaluation and  

long-term impacts 

 

Lastly, the evaluation looking back at the event is a crucial point regarding 

the construction of the event legacy and a long-term positive impact. This is 

the point in time when it comes apparent, how the organizer´s efforts paid 

off in terms of sustaining not only the local support but also ensuring a 

positive economic outcome for the hosting destination itself. 

 

4.4.1. Perspective of municipality and 

organizer 

 

If you have succeeded with a big event [..] it will be easier to get and host 

big events in the future of course (Lisa Engman, (2019), 12.April 2019, p.3). 

This seems to be the major motive and long-term impact resulting out the 

hosting of the IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019 in the eyes of the 

organizer. This effect can be classified as a rather indirect consequence, 

increasing the world-wide recognition of the Swedish city of Östersund as a 

winter sports destination and an appropriate frame to host even big 

occasions and events. Visitors and tourists are more aware of the 

destination and might plan a return visit while at the same time practicing 

WOM marketing. A more direct effect resulting out of all the impacts 

mentioned above is the increased income generated within the city of 

Östersund and the region of Jämtland due to the more developed tourist 

sector. Incoming visitors purchase accommodations, food and many other 
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items, which result in an increased amount of money entering the economic 

circuit of the hosting destination, creating a hopefully long-lasting economic 

advantage. These newly gained financial means can, among others, be 

used to further build up infrastructural measurements and provide an even 

better basis for the hosting of future events. Those expected long term 

benefits are quite hard to evaluate regarding their possibility and chance of 

success at this point in time but are solely suggestions and outlooks stated 

from the organizer´s side.  

 

4.4.2. Host community´s perception 

 

Lastly, there is left to evaluate the long-term benefits for the hosting 

community, being the main focus of this research. Regarding this specific 

case of the Biathlon Championships, the expectations that the local 

community developed in the preparation process leading up to the event 

mostly matched their post event evaluation. With 38.3 percent stating 

“somewhat” and 35 percent choosing “quite much” as an answer to this 

question, there is to conclude a rather positive attitude of the host 

community towards the event and its organizational process (appendix II, 

table 21). The fulfillment or disappointment of those developed expectations 

from the side of the inhabitants is strongly related to the general evaluation 

and success of the whole event, supported by the correlation coefficient of 

0.403 of the Spearman´s correlation (appendix II, table 22). Besides some 

struggles with road blockages and the wish to implement some more 

cultural and historical values, the host community indicated to be quite 

satisfied with the approach chosen by the responsible institutions when 

planning and executing the event process. A main advantage and 

development to draw out of the whole event taking place in Östersund is the 

increased community spirit. One of the volunteers interviewed mentioned 

that “especially when we [the two interviewees] had lunch, they [other 

volunteers] always said: “Come here, sit with us”. So, we didn’t really feel 

left out. That’s what I take with me.” (Stella Kaffke (2019) , 28 March 2019, 

p.2). This statement seemed crucial in terms of the development of 
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community spirit and social cohesion. As also hoped by the municipality and 

the organizer, the people living in Östersund and the surrounding Jämtland 

area seem to have developed a stronger sense of coherence over the 

course of the event. Facing the cultural and historic elements that connect 

them in their daily life and sensing the uniting feeling communicated with a 

sportive activity, together with the ability to actively participate themselves 

in the process of the sports occasion, seems to have made the Östersund 

community proud and can be evaluated as a crucial if not even the most 

important factor when it comes to securing the local support of the 

community towards an event. 

 

 

Figure 4: influencing factors on host community support 

  

Host 
Community 

involvement 
and active 

partcipation

cultural and 
historical 

values structural 
changes
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5. Conclusion and limitations 

5.1. Conclusion  

 

While the concrete research conducted in this thesis was focused on the 

IBU Biathlon World Championships 2019 in connection with the perception 

of authenticity and structural changes from the view of the local host 

community based in Östersund in Sweden, there shall now be drawn more 

general conclusions out of the conducted research and the gained insights. 

Regarding the aspect of structural changes, the research showed that minor 

negative impacts on the local every-day life do not necessarily pose a 

problem for the host community. However, a positive and trouble-free 

process without any traffic jams or detours does not equal a positive 

perception of the locals. There seems to be a certain expectation from their 

side not to experience any problems related to infrastructural changes. 

While a process without interference is taken for granted, any development 

in a negative direction can quickly turn into an adverse opinion related to 

the event. Relating this to the cost-benefit equation by Gursoy and Kendall, 

it seems like structural changes are always more inclined to be perceived 

as a cost than a benefit. Consequently, this can be seen as a crucial point 

that can easily irritate the locals and needs to be planned carefully in order 

to be conducted with the least amount of disturbances possible. 

The second aspect addressed in this research, being the one of authenticity, 

is a little harder to evaluate as either a cost or a benefit factor related to the 

perception of the local community. This is closely connected to the target 

group that the different facets of the concept can be directed towards. By 

offering activities related to the main purpose of the event to the visitor, 

especially the locals, can create a feeling of active participation and 

validation, as well as connection to the occasion itself. The more the visitors, 

let them be foreign or regional, identify with the experience, the more likely 

is it for them to feel enriched by their attending. Therefore, this part of 

authenticity can be classified as potential benefit in the overall equation, with 

a quite low risk of being evaluated as a cost. If the involvement of the visitor 
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simply does not happen at all or to a lower extent, this is less likely to be 

perceived as a negative aspect, since it is not the primary reason to attend 

the event in the first place. Therefore, there is to conclude a high potential 

to build a positive host community relationship based on involvement in the 

event course. The second facet, being cool authenticity including food, 

souvenirs and cultural and historical values, is both addressed at the foreign 

visitor and the host community. The merchandising of food and souvenirs is 

mostly addressed towards international visitors coming in from different 

countries, who are eager to experience the foreign culture. That can most 

easily be done with the consumption of local food and the purchasing of 

souvenirs as a memory connected to the experience made at the event. 

Consequently, the factors of souvenirs and food are less likely to be 

evaluated as neither cost or benefit from the side of the host community, 

since they simply do not fall into their perceptual image but are more 

directed towards the international spectators. The host community seems 

to be more accessible for the cultural and historical values, being symbols 

and stories that are closely intertwined into their everyday life and value 

system. The appropriate representation of latter is highly important in order 

to gain the host communities support connected with the event. If they do 

not feel like their culture is represented properly and truthfully, they might 

get upset and feel exploited of their workforce and cultural background for 

commercial and monetary reasons. In consequence, this factor is to 

consider with particular caution since it carries both a potential for a high 

benefit as well as the risk for turning into a cost in that regard.  

In conclusion, there is left to say that especially cultural values and symbols, 

which are highly present in the every-day life of the host community are very 

important when it comes to ensuring the support of the local community. 

Structural changes as well as food and souvenirs can be more easily left 

out of sight when it comes to evaluating the authenticity of the respective 

occasion. For the most part, the host community wants to see themselves 

and their culture represented properly and be proud of what their home 

destination has to offer. Consequently, this will lead them to contribute to 

the occasion with their much-needed support and ideally ensure not only 
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short-term benefits for the destination but rather economic long-term 

benefits for the local economy and community. 

 

5.2. Limitations  

 

Due to the difficulties due to data protection that arose in process of data 

collection, the response rate and consequently also the sample size was 

unexpected low. While it was still evaluated to be representative, there 

might be shortcomings regarding missing out on certain correlation, that 

could not be evaluated to be statistically significant due to the limited sample 

size. In addition to that, the answers given and therefore the results might 

be influenced by different cultural background combined in the sample size. 

Different cultural values might influence the respective perception and is 

difficult to filter out of the output given. Other than that, the results presented 

in the following aim to give a reliable and valuable overview of the common 

opinion predominant within the local community of Östersund and the region 

of Jämtland in Sweden. 

While the concept of authenticity and its correlation with the host community 

relationship seems to become quite clear in the course of the research and 

analysis, there might be the need for a more detailed research in the field 

of structural requirements and their impact on the local´s perception of the 

event. It might be interesting to find out, what impairments in particular have 

an impact on their opinion, in this case comparing the reduced possibility to 

engage into leisure time biathlon versus the impairments due to road 

blockages and increased traffic. Due to a lack of time, financial means and 

number of respondents, this research was not able to fully and adequately 

include this aspect in the research. 
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Appendix I. Survey 

 

Likert scale  

 

1  2  3  4  5 

 

very bad quite bad neutral  quite good very good 

not at all just a little somewhat quite much very much 

completely quite unimp. Neither nor quite import. very important 

unimportant 
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Appendix II. Questionnaire 

 

Interview questions organizer  

1. Do you have an approximate estimation concerning the number of people 

that visited the Biathlon Championship? 

  

2. What measurements were taken in order to present the region in an 

authentic way  

(especially in terms of food and souvenirs, but also regarding other 

factors) ? 

 

3. What offers where made that allowed an active participation of the visitor 

into the event course? 

 

4. What historical and cultural values were presented at the event, that 

might be significant for the city or region? 

 

5. What measurements were taken in terms of infrastructural changes like 

road constructions and airport?  

 

6. Where there any complaints from the side of the inhabitants / locals 

regarding those measurements taking in the preparation process leading 

up to the event? 

 

7. How many volunteers were employed in the course of the event? 

 

8. What was the further intention behind this employment of volunteers 

(apart from the fact of cost minimization) ? 

 

9. What do you assume will be the long-term benefit for the city of 

Östersund from hosting this event?   
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10. What are the plans regarding the occupations of the build stadium / arena 

and the surrounding housing facilities for the athletes and press post-

event?  

 

 

Interview questions volunteers 

 

11. What was your motivation to participate in the event as a volunteer? 

 

12. Would you think that, because you live in Östersund, that (the event) is 

something 

that you connect with the city ? Do you connect the event, where you 

worked, with the city ?  

 

13. What would you describe as your best experience or favorite moment that 

you had there?  

 

14. . Do you think the region or Östersund itself was represented well and in 

an authentic way during the event? 

 

15. Did you get in contact with any visitors? Did you feel like they were 

interested in getting to the local culture? Was there any reaction that you 

recall?  

 

16. Do you feel like you personally profited from volunteering there? Was 

there something that you learned there? 

 

17. Would you do it again next time?  
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Appendix III. SPSS output sheets 

i Demographics 

 

Table 1: number of visitors 

 frequency valid percent cumulative 
percent 

no 11 18.3 18.3 

yes 49 81.7 100 

total 60 100 100 

 

Table 2: gender of the participants 

 frequency valid 
percent 

cumulative 
percent 

male 23 38.3 38.3 

female 36 60 98.3 

other 1 1.7 100 

 

Table 3: nationality of the participants 

nationality frequency valid 
percent 

cumulative 
percent 

Swedish 27 45 45 

German 21 35 80 

Belgian 4 6.7 86.7 

Italian 2 3.3 90 

Austrian 2 3.3 93.3 

British 1 1.7 95 

Kenyan 1 1.7 96.7 

Norwegian 1 1.7 98.3 

Swedish-
Finnish 

1 1.7 100 
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ii Structural changes and impacts 

 

Table 4: impact of structural changes 

 frequency Valid 
percentage 

Cumulative 
percentage 

Not at all 39 65 65 

Just a little 14 23.3 88.3 

somewhat 7 11.7 100 

total 60 100 100 

 

Table 5: Correlation between the overall evaluation and the impact through structural changes 

correlation coefficient 0.089 

significance  0.502 

N 60 

 

iii Authentic representation 

 

Table 6: evaluation of the overall experience 

 frequency valid 
percentage 

cumulative 
percentage 

neutral 9 15.3 15.3 

quite good 22 37.3 52.5 

very good 28 47.5 100 

total 59 100  
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Table 7: evaluation of general authenticity 

 frequency valid 
percentage 

cumulative 
percentage 

quite bad 1 1.7 1.7 

neutral 18 30.5 32.2 

quite good 30 50.8 83.1 

very good 10 16.9 100 

total 59 100 100 

 

Table 8: correlation between overall experience and general authenticity 

correlation coefficient  0.308 

significance 0.018 

N 59 

 

Table 9: importance of secondary activities 

 frequency Valid percent Cumulative 
percent 

completely 
unimportant 

1 1.7 1.7 

quite unimportant 8 13.6 15.3 

neither 
unimportant nor 
important 

12 20.3 35.6 

quite important 27 45.8 81.4 

very important 11 18.6 100 

total 59 100 100 

 

correlation coefficient  0.375 

significance 0.003 

N 59 
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a. Cool authenticity 

 

Table 10: authenticity of food 

 frequency valid percent cumulative 
percent 

very bad 1 1.7 1.7 

quite bad 2 3.4 5.2 

neutral 41 70.7 75.9 

quite good 10 17.2 93.1 

very good 4 6.9 100 

total 58 100 100 

 

Table 11: authenticity of souvenirs 

 frequency valid percent cumulative 
percent 

quite bad 4 7 7 

neutral 32 56.1 63.2 

quite good 15 26.3 89.5 

very good 6 10.5 100 

total 57 100 100 
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Table 12: authenticity of Storjöodjuret as a historical / cultural value 

 frequency valid percent cumulative 
percent 

completely 
unimportant 

2 3.3 3.3 

quite 
unimportant 

4 6.7 10 

neither 
unimportant 
nor important 

15 25 35 

quite 
important 

28 46.7 81.7 

very 
important 

11 18.3 100 

total 60 100 100 

 

 

Table 13: correlation between overall authenticity and authenticity of food 

correlation coefficient 0.290 

Significance 0.027 

N 58 

 

Table 14: correlation between overall authenticity and authenticity of souvenirs 

correlation coefficient 0.172 

significance 0.204 

N 56 

 

Table 15: correlation between overall authenticity and the Storsjöodjuret as a historical / cultural 
values 

correlation coefficient 0.348 

significance 0.007 

N 59 
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Table 16: correlation between overall evaluation and authenticity of food 

correlation coefficient 0.282 

significance 0.032 

N 58 

 

Table 17: correlation between overall evaluation and authenticity of souvenirs 

correlation coefficient 0.429 

significance 0.001 

N 56 

 

Table 18: correlation between overall evaluation and the Storsjöodjuret as a historical / cultural 
values 

correlation coefficient 0.346 

significance 0.007 

N 59 
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b. Hot authenticity 

 

Table 19: correlation between overall evaluation and active participation 

correlation coefficient 0.522 

significance 0.000 

N 59 

 

 

Table 20: correlation between overall authenticity and active participation 

correlation coefficient 0.222 

significance 0.091 

N 59 
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c. Subsequent evaluation and long-term 

impacts 

 

Table 21: accordance of pre-event expectations and actual experience 

 frequency valid percent cumulative 
percent 

not at all 3 5 5 

just a little 2 3.3 8.3 

somewhat 23 38.3 46.7 

quite much 21 35 81.7 

very much 11 18.3 100 

total 60 100 100 

 

 

Table 22: correlation between overall evaluation and pre-event expectations vs actual experience 

correlation coefficient 0.403 

significance 0.002 

N 59 
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